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Subject: EV
Date: Wednesday, May 24, 2023 at 2:10:12 PM Eastern Daylight Time
From: David Young
To: HearingComments, DNREC (MailBox Resources)

To whom it may concern,
 For the life of me I can not recall elecNng anyone at DNREC to make decisions about what I drive or any other life
choices I decide to make!
 You do not make laws! That is the business of the Legislature! You only have the power to enforce the laws that
pertain to your area of experNse. Stay in your lane!
 The noNon that these cars are clean is a falshood told by people who will profit from them. Have you ever seen a
Lithium mine? Its not preXy.
The amount fossel fuel burned in the mining of Lithium is massive! It takes huge machines that run on Diesel fuel, not
buXerfly wings and Unicorn farts to get this mineral out of the ground.
For just one EV you have to mine 500,000.00 pounds of the earths crust to get all the minerals for just one EV
baXery! Thats a whole loXa Diesel fuel being burnt by the earth moving machines.
  I wish Delaware would stop trying to copy every bad idea that they see California coming out with. They have
destroyed their state, stop trying to destory my state! If EVs were so great you wouldnt have to mandate them!
We have not the power grid, infrastucture, charging staNons or generaNng ability for this false savor. You sNll need
Oil, Gas and Coal to fuel the power plants that will charge these things.
 And now for safety, ever seen a EV on fire? If salt water comes in contact with your baXeries its an instant fire that
wont go out unNl the car melts!
Get into an accident, the baXery catches fire, someNme they catch fire when they are charging!
  What happens when your stuck in traffic on the interstate with a low power warning and its freezing outside?
In closeing, dont force me to buy something I dont want or need, and is not green in any way under the Sun.
Regards,
David Young
Newark, De. 19711


